
Under the web-address https://www.process-informatik.de are product specific
documentations or software-driver/-tools available to download.

If you have questions or suggestions about the product, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Process-Informatik Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH
Im Gewerbegebiet 1

DE-73116 Wäschenbeuren
+49 (0) 7172-92666-0

info@process-informatik.de
https://www.process-informatik.de

9352.3

QR-Code Website:Menutree Website:
+ Products / docu / downloads

+ Accessories
+ Connection cable / adapter

+ USB
+ USB 2.0 connection cable type A/Mini B

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Direct-mode „extended serial interface“

There is an unsupported control or data logger or converter integrated in your installation
which protocol is not supported? No problem, the signs that the PC in the office sends will
be transferred via telephone line by the Direct-mode , and on-site reproduced by the
TP/TB. The way back is identical. So in that case there's also a communication to the
electronic devices available.

Move around the machine wirelessly

Controlling/monitoring all around the machine with a PC => nobody has such a long
cable with them
 Move around the machine without fear that the cable will be too short or someone will
run over it and damage it. Always ONLINE and intervene at the appropriate moment or
trigger a circuit-breaker/button and observe the reaction of the machine, always ONLINE
via WIFI on the machine.
 LAN-WIFI-conversion solves all problems and possible dangers



Remote-maintenance Siemens-S7-PLC with MPI/Profibus with firewall

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S7-controller with S7-LAN on MPI/Profibus via
secure VPN-tunnel and scalable firewall

Wireless around the Pilz-PLC

Move wirelessly around the Pilz-PLC and communicate for example ONLINE in the
status



Logged data to FTP-server

Do you need the logged data not locally but on your site? Then just turn on recording on
an FTP-server and the data is stored. You can then immediately read and process this data.

Remote Maintenance via keyboard and voice

The MESSI remote-station will be called directly by integrated mobile-phone. If a
connection comes off, digital In- and Outputs for teleswitching will be transmitted. Each
device can both transmit state of things and accordingly receive switch signals.


